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Welcome to the InTrigg Newsletter v.2.0. Every fortnight, we aim bring to you the latest, interesting news from 
within the slot car industry. From slot cars to tracks to electronics, we share with you the latest & “bestest” & 

also throw in a line or two, of our opinions. 
Follow & read our full newsletters to discover periodic promotions & updates.

Most of us should know “RevoSlot” by 
now. If you haven’t then it is a pity - 
they tend to run out of stock very 
shortly after they are available for 
distribution. With a very different 
philosophy, RevoSlot cars are built on 
full metal chassis and motor pods. 
Front & rear axles turn on metal ball-
bearings, stock! Given its weight, the 
cars’ performance is surprisingly 
composed. Well built and exceptionally 
beautiful - definitely a brand not to be 
missed!

One of the more awaited liveries of the 
Porsche 917/10K, by NSR - the L&M 
Penske Racing Team. Known globally 
for their precision engineering & 
stunningly capable slot cars, NSR has 
made many-a-champion race cars & is 
quite the indisputable choice of many 
slot enthusiasts! If you have’t won any 
races yet, here’s probably where to 
look for your first race win!

For the uninitiated: if you have not tasted slot car 
racing, here’s where your journey begins! Policar 
race tracks are widely preferred by both beginners 
& enthusiasts alike! With a wide range of track 
accessories, Policar tracks look the part. A unique 
textured surface provides unrivalled grip for both 
magnet & non-magnet racing. Pick up a set now 
and let your racing dreams begin! Let us help 
design a bespoke circuit for your home!

PRE-ORDERS 
HIT ME NOW

Formula One season just ended but you 
can now re-live open-wheel racing with 
Policar Monoposto slot cars! A new 
range of vibrant-coloured models is 
now available, allowing you to 
decorate them to your favourite team/
driver. There is an option for a 
magnetic front wing which we are 
sure, parents of “enthusiastic” young 
drivers will appreciate!

Fans of classic car racing will be thrilled 
to know the latest offering from Slot.It, a 
Ford GT40, is now available! Raced at 
Sebring in 1967, the MKI model has 
been faithfully recreated 
by the company.

You 
can now order 

yours through our 
website. For a limited 

period only, “early birds” for 
pre-orders get to enjoy a 10% off!
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